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On Friday, March 4, 2005, both the
College Democrats and Republicans
JgJf represented themselves effectively in
a well organized and civil debate of
current issues ranging from reli1
gion in public life to social security
fly
reform.
lg
The debate, held in University Hall
"OP*
pL lecture room 156, was sparsely attended
** with an audience of approximately 30
students varying in majors and ages.
Upon entering the lecture hall, some, students were no
ticeably surprised and displeased at the CollegeDemocrats
choice to wear jeans and T-shirts versus the CollegeRepub
licans nicely put together business attire and suits.
Dr. Daniel Skidmore-Hess welcomed the audience
ate. Each side would be
and explained the terms of the debate.
te an issue and
given a minute and a half to debate
il. The College « ,
then granted a thirty-second rebuttal.
sre presented vU
Democrats, by way of coin toss, were
with the first of ten questions.
ntd
The debate opened smoothly until
about the second question.
Things got a bit heated when
panel members Chad Williams
of the College Democrats, and
Charlton Connett of t he College
Republicans,

See debate...
Continued on page 3
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Sigma Sigma Sigma and
Alpha Sigma Tau work together
to recruit new members
Lindsey Ebner
Staff Writer

When the lights go down in the
city...
Chris Nowicki
Staff Writer

Students were frustrated and left in the dark on Sunday, Feb
ruary 27 when the electrical power to Compass Point cut out
between the approximate hours of 8:oo-li:op pm and then
from 11:151° 11:45. Pm"It is very annoying to be trying to study and focus on school
a student resident ofCompass
Point who wants to remain
anonymous. Many students
feel this way.
Salvador Ortega, a freshman
at Armstrong says, "It is diffi
cult when trying to fix supper or
study and the power goes out;
it halts everything. It really is |
2S#em£
not fair and we are not getting
i
what we pay for."
Hugh Justice, the Mainte
I
?
nance Supervisor at Plant Op
erations Tor Armstrong says
that Armstrong receives its
power from Savannah Electric,
which also powers Compass Point. When Savannah Electric
fails, Armstrong has a substation located behind the Sports
Center that kicks on. However, Compass Point is not covered
from the substation. Mr. Justice commented, "At some point,
Compass Point may be fed by our substation, but for right now
the infrastructure isn't there."
Savannah Electric did not immediately return phone calls to
comment on the power situation.
Alyssa Zeiler, a freshman living at Compass Point said, "They
need to figure out what iswrong. I t seenis that every time the
wind blows the powergoes out. It is not fair that itonly goes out
here and nowhere else. It also made me miss the Oscars."

The Anatomy of a Blackout
Compass Point (CP) went dark on
Sunday at about 8pm. Some stu
dents leaned out their windows and
sparked up lighters to examine their
dark world.

SUg•Mj
The lights of University Hall
reflect off the powerless 1000
building at CP. University Hall
is located less than 100 yards
from this building.

The two National Panhellenic Sororities, Sigma Sigma
Sigma and Alpha Sigma Tau, had their first Panhellenic
recruitment together.
Sigma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Sigma Tau's first
The gates at CP's parking lot are also
powered by CP's electrical connec tion
Panhellenic recruitment, from February 21st through
to Savannah Electric. Frustrated stu
February 25th, was successful in gaining each sorority
dents eventually rammed the parking
new members and was also a great learning experience in
gates to gain access to their parking
preparation for their larger recruitments in the fall.
lot.
The National Panhellenic Conference (NPC) was founded
in 1902 to promote a high standard of values and ethics in
women's sororities. There are 26 National Sororities in the
conference. NPC sets guidelines for its sororities to follow
during recruitment for new members. A Panhellenic As
sociation Agreement is established when a college campus
has two or more NPCsororities so that there is an open line
of communication between the sororities to ensure that
codes of conduct are observed during recruitment.
One of the many puddles
Sigma Sigma Sigma and Alpha Sigma Tau work together formed by the rain at CPreflect

See NPC...
Continued on page 2

the active lighting pylons at the
Sports Center. Students who ventured out of their apartments to the
CP Clubhouse were rewarded for their efforts with wet feet from the
lagoon-like walkways.
Phtotgraphs and captions provided by Jeremy Windus.

AASU News
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AASU Calend
••
March
9

CUB EVENTS FOR SPRING 2005
March
9

10

Comic Leighann Lord, 7 pm in Cafeteria

23 Tad Dries in concert
12 pm at Shearhouse Plaza
30 The Cast of the Dave Chapelle Show
Comedy Tour featuring Charlie
Murphy, Christian Finnegan,
and Donnell Rawlings in FAA
7:30 pm, for ticket info call
(912) -927-5300

Pirate Field

CUB Coffeehouse with Open Mic
7:30 pm in MCC Lobby

7

Outdoor Movie, "Meet the Fockers"
8:30 pm at Compass Point
Courtyard
8 Ghost hunter John Zaffis, Lecture
5 pm UH 156, caravan 7 pm,
AASU downtown
16 Zane Williams in concert, 4 pm at
Compass Point Courtyard
28 Comedy Hypnotist CJ Johnson
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12:00 p.m. - WebCT orientation
12:00 p.m. - EASE Luncheon
University Dining Room
12:00 p.m. - Engineeering Society Meeting
Science Center Room 2505
1:00 p.m. - AASU Softball vs. Lander
Pirate Softball Field
7:00 p.m. - Comedian Leighann Lord
Cafeteria
12:15 p.m. - Dean Ray Greenlaw presentation
University Hall Room 156
7:30 p.m. - Anime Club Meeting
Science Center Room 1503B
12:00 p.m. - College Republicans Meeting
University Hall Room 157
10:30 a.m. - Karate Club Meeting
ARC gymnasium Room 100
2:00 p.m. - AASU Men's tennis vs. Abilene Christian
AASU tennis complex
2:00 p.m. - AASU Baseball vs. Augusta State
Pirate Field
12:00 p.m. - AASU Baseball vs. Augusta State

5:00 p.m. - Phi Beta Sigma Meeting
University Dining room
14 SPRING BREAK BEGINS
11:00 p.m. - AASU Men's tennis vs. Rollins
AASU tennis complex
12:00 p.m. - Weslesy Fellowship Luncheon
University Hall Room 157
12:00 p.m. - Student Government Association
15 10:30 a.m. - Council of Deans
2:00 p.m. - AASU Softball vs. West Virgina Tech
Pirate Softball Field
5:00 p.m. - Karate Club Meeting
8:00 p.m. - Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity meeting

Faculty & Staff Contributors

Sports: Chad Jackson
A&E: Mario Incorvaia
Student Activities
•The Inkwell is published and
Copies are available in distribution
•The Inkwell reserves the right to
edit any submissions for length or
content.
•The opinions expressed by the
students of AASU may not be the
or the administration of AASU.
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments from readers provided
that they are clearly written or
typed. Ail submissions must be
signed with a telephone number
and SSN included for verilication
purposes. Names will be withheld
upon request.
•The Inkwell welcomes public
service announcements, press re
leases, etc. Such information may
• Photographs are not guaranteed to
be returned after publication. The
Inkwell will attempt to return pho, but please make copies

it easier for both sororities
and for their potential new
Continued from
members.
Robin Jones, Assistant
page 1
Director of Student Activi
to help ease the pressure ties, is the on-campus Greek
on potential members advisor. She helped the so
when deciding on a so rorities during recruitment
rority to join. Last week's week to set high standards
recruitment was a learn of interaction with potential
ing experience for both new members. "I really ap
Sigma Sigma Sigma and plaud their efforts. Figuring
Alpha Sigma Tau because out how to do this process is
it was the first time that where wewere really success
AASU's Panhellenic As ful," Jones said.
sociation sponsored the
Both sororities are looking
recruitment. Under the forward to applying what
Panhellenic Association they learned in the fall with
Agreement, the sororities the traditionally larger re
worked together making cruitment. This past recruit

NPC...

ment week will prepare the
sororities for what to expect
in the fall when working to
gether under the Panhellenic
Agreement. Sigma Sigma
Sigma and Alpha Sigma Tau
met with Jones on March 2,
to discuss what worked and
what needs improvement for
the fall.

Campus News
Serial rapist prooves illusive
Linda Reno
StaffWriter

SGA approves
2005-2006 budget
Jessica Martinez

StaffWriter

Between August 31, 2004 and Septem
ber 18, 2004 five ra pes occurred in the
Savannah area. The public was shown
a criminal sketch of an AfricanAmerican man in his late twenties wearing a
baseball cap. At Armstrong, the Univer
sity Police posted bulletins warning all
women to use extreme caution through
out the day, but especially after dark.
Armstrong's female students were even
encouraged to avoid being alone out of
doors at night.
The linkage of the five rapes of the fall of
2004 hit Armstrong especially hard. The
rapist does not show any preference for
race or age. The only apparent common
ality is the method in which he sexually
assaults his vie tims. At least four of the
rapes were committed after the assailant
kidnapped his victim from a parking lot,
took them to a more remote location and
then, returned them tot he place of a b
duction. Many of the female students at
Armstrong fine themselves alonde in the
campus parking lots after dark and with
110 othe r common victim characteristic;
all female students are at risk.
After the last known rape on Septem
ber 18, 2004, the story of the serial rapist
seemed to disappear from the headlines.
The bulletins remain posted throughout
campus, but no new developments have
been reported.
The Savannah Morning News did,
however, run a story in early January.
Two rapes similar to those that were
committed by the serial rapist occurred
in South Carolina in December 2004. By
January 21, 2005, the two rapes in Bluffton were linked to the Savannah assaults.

The Student Government Association
approved budget recommendations
when the student body convened on
Monday, February 28, 2005. Trea
surer Sam Kennedy supplied SGA with
a budget table, which included budget
requests from student organizations
and recommendations of the finance
committee. Appropriated funds were
administered based upon the finance
committee's budget hearings which
took place on Saturday, February 19,
2005.
Senator Phillip Pope opened the
floor for discussion of the recommend- j
ed budget by requesting information
about the activities of the Computer
Team. Kennedy commented on an an
nual computer programming competi
tion in which Armstrong's Computer
Team ranked fairly high each year.
Director of Student Activities A1 Har debate...
ris explained that the Computer Team Continued from page 1
uses budget money for competitions.
He also pointed out that the organiza of the College Republicans, debated
tion is open to all students and is not the current administration's progress
contingent upon a major in computer in fighting the war on terror.
science or informationtechnology.
According to Chad Williams, "To
Like other clubs on campus, the budget declare a war on terror is ludicrous,
covers only a portion
that's like declaring a war on under
of their expenses.
age drinking." Williams continued to
The recommendation to approve say that the war on terror will never
the budget passed 14-2-1. While the end and the U.S. should not be fighting
majority of the senate seemed satisfied in Iraq, but instead focusing more on
with the budget recommendations, homeland security.
Senator Bill F riedman was one of two
Connett stated "terrorism is an ide
senators who opposed it. "I'm glad ology and will not vanish overnight."
we have such diversity on campus and ! Con nett firmly believes that slowly but
that there is a gospel choir; however, I I surel y
do not think a state-funded institution the war on terror is helping to combat
should allot any religious organization this ideology with proof being seen in
money that comes from activity fees," places like Ireland where there has
Friedman said.
been an increased level of peace.
In committee reports, Senator CharAfter a few more questions on war
lene Hamilton, Chair of the Elections related issues, the decline of the dollar,
Committee, reminded SGA that candi and social security reform, the debat
dacy applications for both officers and ing parties agreed for the first time on
senators are due by Monday, March 7, the need of i ncreased US involvement
2005. A candidates meeting will take against the genocide occurring right
place on Wednesday, March 9, 2005. now in the Darfur region of Sudan. Col
Hamilton asked for the approval of lege Democrats president Zahnwhea
no more than $75.00 to purchase food George made an emotional gesture to
and drinks, which will be free to can the audience when she showed pictures
didates in attendance of the meeting. of a 4 year-old girl carrying her infant
sibling after their mother's death, and
The motion passed unanimously.

The same method of abduction from a
parking lot was used in the December
assaults.
A criminal profiler in South Carolina
has issued a list of possible personal
ity characteristics of th e assailant which
concludes that he:
- May be below average intelligence
- May become defensice if asked to
account for his time
- May become violent
- May be unsuccessful in relationships
with women his own age
The physical description of the rapist
is of an African-American man in his late
twenties, 5 ft. 10 in. to 6 ft. 2 in., about
200 lbs., short black hair, who may wear
a baseball cap, and may drive a white
Dodge.
Savannah women are encouraged to
keep their awareness level raised. While
he has moved on, South Carolina is still
very close. Women are urged to paykeen
attention to their surroundings and re
member to show some level resistance if
approached. Typically, a rapist is driven
"by the desire to exertcontrol over a wom
an. Therefore, a woman who challenges
his power may become less appealing as
a victim choice. If at all possible, women
in the Savannah area should attempt to
avoid being in desolate locations and/or
dark parking lots.
If you have any information regarding
this case, you can contact:
Beaufort County Sheriffs Office Tip-Line
1-800- 5
25-7175

Crime Stoppers Savannah
912-234-2020

Savannah Chatham Metropolitan Police
912-232-4141

another of a women who had been
ganged raped.
George said that the US is not doing
enough to help, and needs to provide a
military presence to combat the geno
cide on the people of Sudan. After be
coming noticeably choked up, George,
in a passionate plea, urged the audi
ence to get involved in this issue. She
gave a website where more pictures
and information could be found.
After about an hour of debating,
both parties were given a two minute
time frame in which to summarize and
close. In an impressive closing, Col
lege Republicans president Regina Kill
suggested that audience members take
from the things they had heard in the
debate and formulate their own opin
ions. She advised against giving any
governmental body too much power
over people's lives, and suggested that
people use their education to manage
their own lives and money, especially
the crucial issue of social security.
After receiving a hearty applause
from the audience, the panel members
were thanked and congratulated on a
job well done by Dr. Skidmore-Hess.
He then thanked the audience for par
ticipation and excused them to debate
the issues amongst themselves while
enjoying pizza and soft drinks that
were provided by both parties.
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Changes to on
campus housing
Karen Daiss

Copy Editor

Under the direction of Mike Clements,
the recently appointed Director of
University Housing, Compass Point
and University Crossings residents
will experience major changes to their
living situation.
For the past two and a half years oncampus housing has been managed by
Lane Company, an outside entity not
affiliated with AASU.
Dr. Joseph Buck, Vice President of
Student Affairs, states "Lane Co. man
aged housing because [AASU] had no
kind of infrastructure in place." He
now feels that Armstrong has its "feet
on the ground enough to take over
management."
In addition to managing financial
matters and overseeing policies and
procedures, Clements insists that
one of his main goals is to "develop
a university housing program that
supports the mission of the institu
tion." This mission includes proving
an environment in which intellectual
achievement, scholarship, and charac
ter development can flourish.
Cle
ments has appointed two new staff
members who will be living oncampus
year round and available to assist stu
dents with various needs. He will also
appoint a community council and a
group of s tudents to personally assist
in advising him.
As part of an effort to compete with
other large universities, attract new
students from outside local areas, and
provide adequate nutritional meals to
residents, AASU has developed a man
datory meal plan for all residential
students.
A $300 charge will be added to student
accounts at the beginning of the fall
and spring semesters each year. This
charge will cover a 15-week semester
in the form of a declining balance. The
plan averages to $4 per day, 5 days per
week.
Students can always add more
money to the account, but if the$300
is not used at the end of the semester,
it cannot be rolled over or given back
to the students—the money becomes
property of the university.
The Dining Dollars meal plan will be
effective for new residents beginning
in the fall 2005 semester. In an effort
to appease current Compass Point and
University Crossings residents, those
who wish to renew their lease are not
required to participate in the meal plan
as long as they renew their lease before
April 1st. After this date, participation
in the meal plan is mandatory.
Some students are upset by the ad
dition of a mandatoiy meal plan, but
Clements points out that there will
be "things [students] are uncomfort
able with and things they are going to
embrace... as the institution grows, the
value of your degree also increases."
University Crossings and Compass
Point residents will experience a slight
increase in rent due to a 14% raise up
surge in Savannah Electric's rates.
AASU is expected to take on an ad
ditional 3,000 students over the next
5 years. The changes to on-campus
living will aid in Armstrong's devel
opment towards a more traditional
university.

Sports
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Warm Uo With...
Jason Fober
Name:
Jason Fober

Sport:
Golf

Hometown:
Columbus,
Go.

Birthdate:
Mar. 28,1985

Jay Carmichael: Most embarrassing
moment?
Jason Fober: I was in middle school
doing a performance in front of the
whole school. I fell off th e stage and
the entire school got to watch it
over and over again, because it was
videotaped. When I go back home
now I still get ragged on about it.
JC: Majoring in?
JF: I am pre-Pharmacy; I would
like to attend South University for
Pharmacy school.
JC: Afraid of?
JF:' Open water with sharks.
JC: Last movie you watched?
JF: "Meet the Fockers"
JC: One thing no one knows about
you?
JF: When I am playing golf and I go
to mark my ball I always place the
coin I use heads up.
JC: Winter or summer person?
JF: Definitely a summer person.
JC: What do you miss most from
high school?
JF: Having the home cooking from
mom and having her wake me up in
the morning.
JC: If you were stranded on an
island, what would be one thing
you would have to have?
JF: My golf clubs, to keep me busy.
JC: Book Nerd or TV Junkie?
JF: TV all the way.
JC: What would you change about
Armstrong?
JF: A football team.

Pirates basketball season ended
by Kennesaw State

Chris Lancia
Sports Correspondent

March 4, 2005
If it's any consolation, there aren't
many, possibly not any, teams that
can stick with the Kennesaw State
Owls when they shoot 59% from
the field, including 62.5% from
beyond the three-point arc.
Rey Luque hit his first five treys
and led all scorers with 21 points to
propel the #7 Owls (24-4) to a 7250 quarterfinal win over Armstrong
in the Peach Belt Conference
Championships on Friday.

The Pirates refused to go quietly,
though.
A bit of inspired defense and
a run of their own closed the
Kennesaw lead to just six near the
end of the first half.
"We changed defenses, and I think
that confused them for a little bit,"
Head Coach Jeff Burkhamer said.
"But then they came out real stro
ng
again in the second half; they just
have too many options, and we just
didn't have enough."
The Owls opened the
second half with a 13-0
run to deflate any hopes of
an upset.
"One ortwo possessions
go the other way, and we
could be looking at an
at-large bid to the NCAA
championships.
We
probably underachieved,
but I think these guys
played pretty well an<
of great things this

The game marked
the final contest for
two Armstrong players:
Lorenzo Lawrence and
Travis Wallace.
"Lorenzo is just a
great all-around player,"
Kenny Brown scoring against Kennesaw State an Friday night.
Pirates lose 72-50.
Burkhamer said. "He may
be the best scorer I've ever
After the Owls won the opening coached."
tip, Luque drained his first three
"Travis is a true warrior, and
with less than :20 off the clock, has shown that in this conference
a sure sign that die defending for three years," said Burkhamer.
national champs had come to play. "He always battles for us, and I
As the 8-minute mark rolled know that he will be successful in
around in the first half, the Owls whatever he chooses to do from
had built a 13-point lead.
here."

Lawrence and Taylor named to
All-Peach Belt Conference teams

Chris Lancia
Sports Correspondent

March 5,2005
Senior Lorenzo Lawrence and soph" ™*
omore Bryan
Taylor were
named to the
All-Peach Belt
Conference
teams,
the
league
an
nounced on
Saturday.
Lawrence,
the
Pirates
leading scorer
whose
542
Lorenzo Lawrence taking a
points,
the
jump shot.
highest singleseason total for a Pirate player in
the PBC er a, rank 10th all time at
Armstrong for a single season, was
named to the first team after averag
ing 18-7 points per game, good for
second in the PBC.
Taylor was named to the second

Lorenzo Lawrence hi action.

team after a season in which he av
eraged 12.2 points and 8 rebounds
per game. His 47 blocked shots led
the conference.
Taylor's
selection
is the first
time
an
Armstrong 2
sophomore|
was named g
to the All-|
PBC teams|
since Robert %
Campbell in 1
1998-99.

I
Bryan Taylor in action.

NONSENSE
Jay Carmichael
Sports Editor

Lights... Let's Play Ball
When I think of a baseball game,
the first thing that comes to mind
is a night game. Yet I have driven
by Pirate Field numerous times
and noticed that there are no
lights.
"The resources we have for
putting lights up are limited,"
Chad Jackson, Director of Sp orts
Communications, said. "Plus, have
you ever been in southeast Georgia
during the gnat season?"
If you have not had the pleasure
of experiencing gnat season, you
are in for a treat this spring. Yes,
they are pesky and aggravating,
but they are nothing a little insect
repellent can't take care of.
Back to the point at hand,
night baseball; there are only five
schools in the Peach Belt that
have lights on their fields. North
Florida, Kennesaw State, South
Carolina Upstate, South Carolina
Aiken, and Georgia College &State
all have lights on their baseball
fields.
"We do not have the money
to install lights; who would pay
for them? We can't just go and
increase the athletics fee for
lights." Jackson stated, "Some
players even like playing during
the day; they say it's easier."
Anthony Tilton, a freshman at
Armstrong who has not had . the
opportunity to attend a day game,
says, "Games at night would not
only bring a better turn-out and
create a better experience, but also
highlight the whole experience."
I'd have to say that I agree
with Anthony on this one. Lights
definitely would increase the
enjoyment of watching the Pirates
play baseball. Most of the games
are scheduled during the day
around 1:00 pm or 2:00 pm and it
is tough for students to makeit out
to them because of classschedules.
Putting lights on the fields would
allow for more flexible scheduling,
with a night game or twosprinkled
in.
It will probably be a while
before any decision about lights
is made, with women's soccer
and golf starting up, the Athletic
Department has a lot more on
their plate than lights.
So for now, sit back, relax and
enjoy the hot steaming afternoon
at Pirate Field while you watch
your Armstrong Atlantic State
University baseball team take the
field.

Sports
Armstrong and
USC Aiken
split Softball
doubleheader

Jay Carmichael

Sports Editor

March 5, 2005
Armstrong powered ou t 13 hits for
the 11-2 split
doubleheader
victory over
USC
Aiken
Saturday after
noon at Pirate
Softball Field.
The
Pacers
won the first
Carmela Orsini
game, 5-3.
The Pacers of USC Aiken (11-7,3-5
PBC) had the Pirates (9-7, 3-5 PBC)
down in the top of the fourth in
ning when Amber Hunt's erroneous
throw to second and a RBI single by
Sarah Harvey caused two runs.
However, the Pirates battled back
in the bottom of th e fourth inning,
placing 4 runs on the board, high

Kutztown
delivers
Armstrong's
first loss
Gordon Coffee

Sports Correspondent

March 5, 2005
Kutztown defeated AASU on Satur
day 11-5 giving the Pirates their first
loss of the season.
Just like the day started off sunny
and slowly got cloudy, hope of an
AASU win faded as the innings
passed. The Golden Bears (7-3)
took off in the fourth inning and
scored four runs, which put them at
a comfortable 5-1 lead. The Pirates
had a late offensive push in the bot
tom of the seventh inning, but it
was stifled by Kutztown's defense.
Two Bears players with notable
performances were Clay Kuklick
who had four hits and three RBI's,
and Gaiy Strieker with three hits
and three runs scored.
Ryan Loper pitched the win for
Kutztown, and Philip Rummel
pitched four innings of relief for his
first save of the season.
Chris Webb, starting pitcher for
AASU, gave up six runs and six hits
for the loss. Jonnie Geiger had two
hits for the Pirates, and Brandon
Nunez belted a two-run home run,
his third of the season.
Despite the loss, AASU still
looks good and seems ready to take
on their next challenge.
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lighted with a two-RBI
Photograph'Courtesy of Chris Lancia
single to right-field by
Amanda Kort.
Then in the bottom of
die fifth, Deanna Beaty
started off the slugfest
with a two-run homer to
Name:
right, and Amber Hunt's
Luisa
solo bomb came shortly
Cowper
after bringing the score
Sport:
to 8-2. With two runners
Tennis
on, Coach Evans substi
Heather
Woods
letting
a
pitch
go
by
e
arlier
hi
the
season.
Hometown:
tuted Carmela Orsini, the
Sutton
freshman from Savan
four hits and striking out 7 bat
Coldfield,
nah, for Heather Woods.
ters, bringing the scoring efforts
England
"Coach Evans told me to get in of AASU to a screeching halt. The
Birthdate:
there and get my swing, I wasn't Pacers knocked ou t three runs in
there to bunt." Orsini stated. And the top of the second inning, cour Dec. 19,1982
that is exactly what Orsini did. She tesy of Brooke McSwain's two-RBI
connected on the 0-2 pitch for the double down the third base line.
game-ending three run shot to right The Pirates would tie with three Jay Carmichael: Most embarrassing
center, her first collegiate home unearned runs in the bottom of the moment?
run.
Luisa• Cowper: I was at the PBC
sixth.
"It felt good to hit my first colle
Ragan Reeves of USC Aiken put tournament in a doubles match and
giate home run, but I didn't win the the Pacers up for good in the top of went to hit the tennis ball, but I
game for us, I just got in there and the seventh with an RBI single up missed and my partner kept playing
did my part to help everyone out." the middle asthey would ride on to
like nothing had happened. Then
Orsini said.
the 5-3victoiy.
before the next serve I hit the ball
In the first game, however; it was
The Pirates return to action on
another story with USC Aiken's the road in Florence, SC aga inst against the fence and almost knocked
myself out.
pitcher Stacie Oakley allowing just Catawba on March 11, at 4:00.

Warm l^p With...
Luisa Cowper

JC: Majoring in?
LC: Health Science

Armstrong
defeats
Northwest
Missouri State

JC: Afraid of?
LC: Spiders, actually any types of
bugs for that matter.
JC: Last movie you watched?
LC: "My Girl"

Andy Love

Sports Correspondent

March 3, 2005
Thursday afternoon the Pirates
defeated the North West Missouri
State Bearcats at Pirate Stadium
4-3, improving their record to 13o. The Pirates started hot again
taking a four run lead into the top
of the sixth inning. But shaky
pitching from Leon Boyd threat
ened to let the Bearcats come all
the way back. The Bearcats were
able to score three runs in the
sixth and seventh innings before
Boyd settled down and was able
to close out the last few innings
with out giving up anymore hits.
Jon Troop got the win for the
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Senior Brandon Nunez makes a diving catch.
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JC: One thing no one knows about
you?
LC: I don't really have anything that
I would like to disclose at this time.
JC: Winter or summer person?
LC: Summer, I love to go the beach
and work on my tan.

Jon Troop detievers a pitch hi Thiwsday's Game.

Pirates, throwing six innings and
allowing only one hit, improving
his record to 5-0. He was only
charged with one earned run,
while striking out seven. Rob
Recuenco had another solid per
formance coming up with two
RBIs on the afternoon.
The 13-0 start is the best by
Armstrong Atlantic State since
1988, a year they started with
21-0 en route to the school's first
appearance in the Division II
College World Series.

JC: Miss most about high-school in
England?
LC: The classes were a bit easier, but
not too easy.
JC: If you were stranded on an
island, one thing you would have to
have with you?
LC: A mirror
JC: Book Nerd or TV Junkie?
LC: TV definitely, lots of TV.
JC: What would you change about
Armstrong?
LC: More majors, like Business
Management.

Advertising
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Jack Kent Cooke Foundation Graduate Scholarship Program
The Jack Kent Cooke Foundation will award graduate scholarships to help students
with exceptional promise and demonstrated financial need reach their full potential
through education. Each award will fund a portion of educational costs
including tuition, fees, and living expenses for the length of a Jack Kent Cooke
Scholar's graduate degree, up to six years.
To be eligible, a candidate must:
-Be a college senior OR recent graduate (since May 2000) from an accredited
college or university in the US,
-Have a cumulative GPA of 3.50 or better on a 4.0 scale (or the equivalent),
-Plan to attend graduate school, starting in fall 2005, and
-Be nominated by his or her undergraduate institution.
To learn more about the nomination process, contact your college's Jack Kent
Cooke Foundation Faculty Representative (Dr. Jill Miller, 921-7494). For faculty
representative contact information and program guidelines, please visit the
Foundation's website
- or call 1-800-498-6478. The Foundation does not accept
applications directly from students. Ine campus deadline is 3-9-2005.
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Arts and Entertainment
"Joe Benjamin, this is your God..."

Above: Joe Benjamin, played by Larry Plapinger, tries desperately
to understand Sidney Lipton, played by Brett Best.
Photograph provided by Teresa Lynch.

Jamie Busbin

Staff Writer

The Armstrong Masquers
have done it again. "God's
Favorite," one of Neil Si
mon's earlier pieces, flexed
it's biblical muscles on the
Jenkin's theatre stage, and
audiences reveled in the
modern day story of Job.
Full of eccentric charac
ters, witty exchanges and a
bit of divine intervention,
"God's Favorite" was an
impressive addition to the
Masquer's comedy resume.
The set included a full
living room and balcony
porch for the first act, and
once the curtain went up
for second act, the house

came down, and not with
out a little help from the
Hand of God in the pyro
technics, directed by Tawnya Gallagher. .
The cast was fullof eccen
tric and well demonstrated
characters. The eccentric
ity of the entire family was
played beautifully by the
entire cast, and every audi
ence member had a particu
lar favorite. Whether it was
the humble, loving, stead
fast and pious Joe Benja
min, performed by Larry
Plapinger, alocal resident of
Savannah; or the dramatic,
neurotic and delightfully af
fectionate wife, as played by
Armstrong's Summer Rose
Peters; the witty, resentful,

Above: Summer Rose Peters plays mother of David and wife to Joe.
Photograph provided by Teresa Lynch.

yet charismatic David, per
formed by Brandon T. Lee,
another resident of S avan
nah; the intellectually-defi
cient yet devoted twins Ben
and Sarah, played by Bran
don Morris and Michelle
Fekete; Mady, the southern
baptist cleaning mistress,
played by Hallie Mobley;
the austere and astute Mor
ris, performed by Jonathon
Brazell, or the theatrical,
boistrous, prophetic, bringer-of-doom-and-temptation messenger of God,
Sidney Lipton, which was
wonderfully interpreted by
Brett Best.
No matter who audience
members liked best, there
was no question through
out this show of wh o YouKnow-Who liked best. The
lighting and sound crew did
a wonderful job bringing to
life the setting of this Old
Testament
"testament",
and the house music was
unique yet very tasteful,
much like the show it was
preceding. Make-up artist
Michelle Drake did a fan
tastic job making audiences
squirm at any number of
the blisters, boils, scabs and
bruises afflicting Joe Benja
min during act two.
The climax of act two was
incredibly powerful as Joe
reached the highest point
of his suffering as he dis
covered his son, David, had
gone blind. With a quick
dose of dues ex machina,
Joe discovers his trial has
been worth it, and he and
David are reconciled with
both one another, and with
God. The moment between
Joe and David was beauti
ful and touching, and left
audiences feeling whole, as
well as thoroughly moved.
Overall, the pacing was
fast, the jokes were any
where from subtle to
slapstick, and the drama
in between it all helped
blend every bit of the story
together. Never did any of
the actors or crew let that
balance fall apart, and what
came across was a complete
and delightfully well-told
tale of faith, family, temp
tation, and redemption.
Congratulations to direc
tor Roger Miller, and the
entire cast and crew of
"God's Favorite."
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Above: David, played by Brandon T. Lee, listens not quite intently to
his father's discussion of life values.
Photograph provided by Teresa Lynch.

'Artists' Corner

Childhood. Photograph. By Jeremy Windus.

EXPLAIN
If its real then explain to me in small simplicities
what you mean to me, Minus the complexities that
you've given me and the ambiguous words of poetry.
Make the mentioning of your condition known as I
write these words slowly bring me home, where I can
connect to your thoughts alone, without being told
that these are your thoughts.
Explain to me how you can and cannot, how you can
know but be unsure of thoughts and emotions you
have not way to explore- except to be yourself and
inside yourself, where your confusion makes sense
only to yourself. Explain to me where I fit in, and if I
am part of you, why am I not let in?
Prize Udo

Arts and Entertainment
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Savannah Winds takes AASU's
breath away
Sara Hogan
StaffWriter

The Savannah Winds, un
der the director of Mark
Johnson and guest director
Terry Staten wowed audi
ences with their rendition
of five different songs.
The group started with
a march entitled "Children
of the Regiment" by Julius
Fucik, followed by an as
tonishing Berstein Tribute
and "Variations on a Ko
rean Folk Song" by John
Barnes Chance. They then
played "An Irish Rhapsody"
by Clare Grundman and
ended the night with the
"George Washington Bi
centennial March" by John
Philip Sousa. Although they
only had five practices to
learn the music, the band
managed to get everything
together in time for the per
formance.
Clarinet player April Mattson said, "I feel like Mr.
Johnson has done a good
job of preparing us for the
concert." Johnson was not

J

surprised though. He has
directed 40 concerts over
eight years, and has yet to
be disappointed. "The Sa
vannah Winds mission is to
provide symphonic music
for our community," John
son said.
The Savannah Winds
is composed of a group of
diverse people that have
come together for the sole
• The word "hurricane" entered the English language via the Taino Indians, the original
purpose of making music.
inhabitants
of Puerto Rico. One of their most revered — and feared deities was the god
Fellow clarinet player Er
of
evil
and
destructive
winds. His name? Jurikan.
ica Durden said, "I like the
diversity of the group be
cause you have kids starting • It was Nikita Krushchev — a politician him
out, from high school up to self — who made this sage observation about
people in their sixties and those in his line of work: "Politicians are the
seventies. It's nice to work same all over. They promise to build a bridge
with people that have been even where there is no river."
working at their craft as
much as the more mature • Baseball legend Ty Cobb was something of
an oddity in the sporting world — and not
members have been."
The Savannah Winds is just because he had set more than 90 records
open to all students, and by the time he retired in 1928. The way he
practice for two hours every played the game was unique: He threw rightweek, as announced. The handed, but he batted left-handed.
next concert they will be
performing will be the an
• CBS' "60 Minutes," the longest-running
nual POPS concert on May
newsmagazine on television, wasn't always as
1, 2005.
well-respected as it is today. In fact, when it
debuted, "Variety" magazine called it "preten
tious."
• The first bilingual dictionary dates back to
2000 B.C. It was on clay tablets.
Ililllilllli;
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A Play by Margaret Edson

Performing at the Memorial Health
Medical Education Auditorium
March 10,11, and 13
8:00 shows, 3:00 Matinee Sunday
Reserved tickets available at
Memorial Health Gift Shop
Admission is Free

Death be not proud...

Still®

• It's been reported that Thomas Edison's last
words were, "It is very beautiful over there."
• The ancient Romans thought butter was a
food fit only for barbarians.

• Cracker Jacks were first introduced to the public at the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago.
They weren't called Cracker Jacks, though; in fact, they didn't have a name at all. It took
three years for the company to finally
get around to figuring out what to call
the snack.
• The computer mouse is a ubiquitous
part of modern society. It's a good
thing it's no longer known by its origi
nal name, though. Can you imagine
saying, "Just use your XY Indicator for
a Display Station to move the cursor

Thought for the Day: "Be wiser than other people if you can, but do not tell them so."
— The Earl of Chesterfield
(c) 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Kris Britt gives
vocal recital
Tara Gergacs

IN A BAND?
WANT SOME

StaffWriter

On Mar ch 4, 2004, Kris
Britt, a baritone and mu
sic education major at
Armstrong Atlantic State
University, performed in
his graduation recital in
the Fine Arts Auditorium
at 2:30 pm.
Britt walked with con
fidence onstage where
he gave a quick bow and
began his performance.
Britt p erformed half an
hour of music that included
Mozart's "Donne mie la
Fate Cosi fan tuttle," Bell
ini's "Dolente immagine di
Fille mia" and "Makinconia,
Ninfa gentile," Schumann's
"Liederkreis Opus 39: 3.
Waldesgesprach, 4. Die
Stille, 5. Mondnacht,"
Hahn's "Paysage," "Trois
Jours de Vendange" and
"L'Heure exquise," and
Warlock's "Walking in the

PUBLICITY?

Above: Mr. Britt performed Thursday just before his graduation
recital.
Photograph provided by Teresa Lynch.

Woods" and "As ever I
saw."
Britt rehearsed his music
for over a year under the
direction of Heidi Bindhammer.
Britt started singing in
high school and continued
through his college career.
"When I started college I
was a percussion major, but
I decided not to do that any
more [so I turned to voice],"
said Britt.
Britt's faith helped guide
him to work on his singing

career and it became a
huge inspiration and even
a role model for him.
"I am a Worship Pastor
and the one thing that I
was weakest in was sing
ing. I [decided] to con
centrate 011 it [because] it
helps me in my ministry,"
said Britt.
Britt plans to graduate
in December 2005 and
will become a full time
worship pastor at Live
Oaks Christian Church in
Bluffton, S.C.
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Moments in Time
• On March 11, 1818, "Frankenstein," by 21-year-old Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, is
published. Although frequently called the world's first science-fiction novel, "Franken
stein" explored philosophical themes and challenged Romantic ideals about the beauty
and goodness of nature.
• On March 10,1876, the first discernible speech is transmitted over a telephone system
when inventor Alexander Graham Bell, working in his Boston home, summons his as
sistant in another room by saying, "Mr. Watson, come here; I want you."
• On March 12, 1888, the most severe winter storm ever to hit New York City reaches
blizzard proportions, costing hundreds of lives and millions of dollars in property dam
age. The 36-hour blizzard dumped some 40 inches of snow on the city, and for several
weeks, massive snowdrifts isolated the region from the rest of the country. Messages
north to Boston had to be relayed via England.
• On March 8,1936, Daytona Beach, Fla., stages its first race strictly for stock cars on a
combination beach and public road course. Bill France, who would go on to found NAS
CAR, finished fifth in the race.

'Ave you <111 artist?

• On March 7,1955, "Peter Pan," starring Mary Martin, becomes the first Broadway play
featuring the original cast to be televised in color.

Ami tonus of artwork including
painting, poetry, drawings, short

• On March 13,1969, the Walt Disney studio releases "The Love Bug" starring "Herbie,"
a lovable Volkswagen Beetle with a personality. By becoming one of the top grossing
films of 1969, "The Love Bug" allayed fears that the Disney Studio would collapse with
out the presence of the recently deceased Walt Disney.

it to Qnkwetk$mciiLarmstronc].cclu

• On March 9,1997, the Notorious B.I.G., born Christopher Wallace, is shot to death at
a stoplight in Los Angeles. The murder was apparently the culmination of an ongoing
feud between rap music artists from the East and West coasts.
(c) 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Olive oil or butter; the facts about fat
food preparations. Some variations are:
* Garlic olive oil for veggies, chicken, fish,
pasta
Olive oil can be used in various food prepara * Basil olive oil for tomatoes, pasta or bread
tions such as salad dressings, condiment in foods * Lemon Thyme olive oil
like pastas, and in replacement of other cooking * Hot Pepper olive oil
oils and fats. It is a healthier choice and adds * Rosemary Garlic olive oil for lamb,
flavor to the food.
chicken or potato salad
=t= Szechwan Sesame olive oil for stir fry
* Oregano olive oil for Italian dishes
* Gingered Spice olive oil for Asian and
Olive oils vary in
Indian dishes
m.
color (green to gold),
texture (light to
A sophomore at AASUsays that," Myfamily has
viscous) and flavor always used olive oil for the health benefits since
(mild to strong). most of them have diabetes and blood pressure.
However, there are I use olive oil in place of butter, margarine, or
3 basic types of olive any cooking oils."
Another student who recently graduated from
oils.
AASU, says

Uses of OLIVE OIL

Shruti Patel
Nutrition Columnist

OLIVE OIL OR
BUTTER?
Consumption of olive oil has shown an increase
in the past couple of years and numerous nutri
tional benefits are associated with its consump
tion. Olive oil is unique among oils in that it can
be consumed in the crude form without refining.
This has the effect of conserving all its vitamins,
essential fatty acids, and other nutrients. Hence,
studies on olive oil have resul ted in the rise of the
Mediterranean diet of which olive oil is a major
part.
Olive oil is an excellent alternate to butter or
margarine. It is used in many food preparations
or as a condiment. It enhances the taste to many
foods. Olive oil is flavorful, hence a little amount
is required to add flavor to food. This in turn
reduces the calories and total fat content of the
prepared food.

Types of OLTVE OIL

that "I prefer
using olive oil
as a dressing
and also when
preparing Ital
ian dishes. I
also use butter
Considered the best.
What makes OLIVE OIL so
and
cooking
unique compare to other oils? Virgin Olive oil: Comes from the second
oil
occasion
pressing
ally in case of
Pure Olive oil: is a blend of extra virgin and
Health Benefits of OLIVE OIL
frying etc. It
pure oils
contains a high
V Lowers the risk of heart disease
Light Olive oil: is "light" in context of color
percentage
of
V Reduces the level of LDL (bad) choles
and aroma and NOT in calories
monounsatuterol
ratedfat. Olive
V Lowers blood pressure
oil is vegetable
V Decreases blood sugar levels
Flavored OLIVE OIL
based so it
</ Increases absorption of vitamins A,D,E
contains no
and K
Interestingly, for those who do not prefer CHOLESTER
Stimulates gall bladder to secrete bile, regular olive oil, flavored olive oils could be an OL. It's a good source of antioxidant, Vitamin
option. Nowadays, olive oils are fla-vored with E. Low in unhealthy fats like polyunsaturated
v
different
ingredients and can be used for various fats and saturated fats.
and helps the metabolism
Extra Virgin Olive
oil: is physically
extracted oil, which
has perfect flavor,
color and aroma.

Letter to the editor...
Advice to other students...
Over the Internet, I was trying to sell an item.
A person contacted me from Nigeria, asking to
buy this item, and later he sent me a check with
the amount of $1800 for the payment of $900,
and he claimed that he sent the extra money
to cover the shipping and handling fees, and
also he wanted me to send him the rest of the

money.
Till now everything sounded good, I received
the check later, deposited it and waited till the
check cleared. Later I shipped him his product
along with a money transfer for $700 (remain
ing money). That was a good deal, except a week
later the check bounced and was returned as
Fraud. I tried contacting him, but of c ourse the

scammer took what he wanted and left.
Now I lost my product, and my money. And
the surprises didn't end, Bank of America con
tacted me for closing my account due to counter
feit processes, and I am banned FOREVER from
Bank of America. Is that fair ? I am the person
who got ripped off, I am the victim, and I am h
te
person who paid the price, paid everything.
Please, post this in Inkwell as a guide to all
people, not to trust anyone or they will suffer
the same consequences.
Anonymous

EXPRESS YOUR OPINION WITH A LETTER
TO THE EDITOR !
E-mail the Inkwell editor at
Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu.

Armstrong Opinions

Why not Boycott France?
Nolan Fields
Political Columnist
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Entertainment
for the
Impoverished

guy that he is, completely ignored the probable
reason that they did this and called on upon the
boycott once
again. It's good to see that in times where we
have so many communists, terrorists ,and liber
als that we also have some good patriotic Ameri
cans like Bill O'Reilly. We would cease to exist as
a country without people who don't look into the
reason behind things and just condemn based
upon emotion.
A few years ago America caught a bunch of
prisoners during the war in Afghanistan and sent
them to Guantanimo
Bay. Instead of labeling them P.O.W.'s which
would give them rights under the Geneva Con
ventions, the U.S. labeled them enemy combat
ants which effectively gave the U.S. the power
to do anything they wanted to them because
"enemy combatants" aren't protected under the
Geneva Conventions (kudos to the U.S. for such a
slick move). France probably decided not to label
Hezbollah a terrorist group in response
to the U.S.'s "enemy combatant" label. It's
semantics... clearly the prisoners are P.O.W.'s but
you can't torture P.O.W.'s so we had get around
the inconvenient Geneva Conventions somehow.
So I suggest everyone who reads this article to
join Bill O'Reilly in his boycott against France for
their pro-terror stance and go to his website and
buy "boycott France" bumper stickers (made in
the USA!!!) b ecause everyone knows that if you
see it on a bumper sticker, you'll comply. So I
made this article to say thank you to Mr. O'Reilly
for showing America the way once again
when it seemed like we were lost. Thank you
again Bill... you are what true patriots are made
of!

"They've lost billions of dollars in France (due
to a boycott), according to The; Paris Business
Review!" -Bill O'Reilly citing a source that
doesn't exist, numbers that reflect figures dat
Erin Christian
Columnist
ing back to a recession from 2001, and gener
ally just lying to make his boycott on France
Less expensive than the Savannah Irish Festival
seem effective.
and less trouble and hassle than the St. Patrick's
Day Parade on the 17th, th
e 14th annual Tara Feis
It seems as if a lot of the world and a good
festival will be held Saturday March 12.
portion of our country doesn't fully support
Presented by the Cityof Savannah's Department
the War on Terrorism. And with terrorism be
of Cultural Affairs and the Tara Feis Committee,
ing such a vague and subjective word, I can't
Tara Feis is free and open to the public and lacks
understand why they wouldn't. It's almost as
nothing in entertainment.
if the "red" state people are the only people
Held in Emmet Park, between Bay Street and
Factor's Walk, the festival offers all of the enter
against terrorism and willing to fight for free
tainment of the Irish Festival without the $12
dom and peace in a perpetual war. What could
admission price. I can personally recommend
make more sense than that?
Tara Feis because over the past few years I've
At the heart of the anti-peace, anti-freedom,
made it a tradition of mine to go.
pro-terror movement is
Weather permitting, Emmet Park is a beautiful
France. When the U.S. acted on solid intelli
place to hold the festivities. The Celticcross in the
park isadorned with ribbons and balloons and the
gence that Iraq was a terror state that support
music can be heard all over the surrounding area
ed A l-Qaeda and had W.M.D., France vetoed
as the various performers grace the stage. Even
the resolution to go to war. They stood around
in the rain the festival atmosphere perseveres and
eating their french toast and french fries while
good feelings abound as the performers joke and
we liberated a country from a ruthless dictator
shrug it off, claiming the rain makes the festival
and saved the world from nuclear holocaust. It
more authentic by imitating Irish weather.
seemed no one could find a way to er ally punish
Returning as Tara Feis's Master of Ceremonies
will be Savannah's own Hany O'Donoghue who
these pro-terror people. The changing
will offer his own style of Irish music. Other per
french fries into freedom fries seemed like not
formers
will include the Pride of Ireland (Glor'na
enough. When all seemed lost, a noble man
Erin) School of Traditional Irish Dance and The
came forward and suggested a idea: Boycott
Savannah Irish Dancers. The Children's Stage will
France. That man was Bill O'Reilly.
have performances all throughout the day includ
This boycott destroyed the French economy
ing the Irish Marionette Circus of Conrad Hartz
and more. Traditional Irish Crafts and amuse
and cost them billions of dollars. After some
ment rides (some maybe not so purely tradition
time the boycott seemed to fall by the wayside
ally
Irish) will be provided by FUNTIME. Food
and France recovered. Then a few weeks ago
provided by Barnes Restaurant will be available
France refused to label Hezbollah a terror
Note: As of late 2004, exports with France to the U.S. have for purchase along with T-shirts, CD's, and other
ist group. Bill O'Reilly, being the stand up actually gone up.
Tara Feis related items.
The highlight of this year's Tara Feis celebra
tion is bound to be the 2 performances by Natalie
MacMaster. She first started playing the fiddle
at age nine and has since won numerous East
Coast Music Awards for her early traditional
Cape Breton recordings, two Juno Awards (the
Canadian equivalent of the Grammy) for Best In
strumental Album, and several Canadian Country
Music Awards for Fiddler of t he Year. She has
m
shared the live performance stage with acts such
as Carlos Santana, The Chieftains, Paul Simon,
Luciano Pavarotti, Alison Krauss, Mark O'Connor
and dozens of world-class symphony orchestras.
At the special request of one of her greatest fans,
Peter Jennings, she's performed on ABC Televi
sion's New Year's Eve broadcast. Two ofher CD's
have charted on Billboard's Top 20 Selling World
Music charts and she's toured to such places as
Hawaii, Alaska, Japan, Scotland, Italy, Germany,
and to the Hollywood Bowl and more.
For more information on Natalie MacMaster
you can visit her site at http://www.nataliemac
master.com/ and for more information on Tara
Feis this year, call the Department of Cultural
Affairs at 912-651-6417.
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Go to the AASO Homepage and Select
Dining Services Menu from the AASU
Quick Links.
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Study Abroad
Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic
(Birthplace of Budweiser)
June 30. 2005 through August 1, 2005
University of South Bohemia
Any full-time or part-time student in the
University System of Georgia
is eligible!

If you have aireddy applied.' thank

Contact Info
See Chris McCarthy
(Science Center 270)
or Dr. Jim Anderson
(Gamble Hall 204)
for more information.

do not 1

reactivate

ir application?

IStfifr
Ask your advisor or contact Craig Morrison, Assistant Registrar, at
morriscr@mail.armstrong.edu or 912.921.5425

Financial Aid available
for eligible students!

The Inkwell iis
Cont

If you applied previous^'iftrtffff not complete your requirements,

News writers,
ation at
tro .edu

Classified Section
Drum/Percussion Lessons Available: Learn to play drum set and more from experienced percussionists. Call Emily Westman at 912236-8296 or Teresa Lynch at 912-429-5523 for more information.
Roommate Needed: to share expenses on a wonderful first floor apartment over at Ramsey Run. I am right by Savannah Mall and close
to Kroger, Blockbuster, and the Movie Theaters. The rent is 635 a month (317.50 separately) w/half of all utilities. If anyone is interested,
please contact Jennifer at 507-3438.
Drummer Needed: Local hardcore band Stillwell is looking for a well-rounded, hard-hitting drummer. If interested, or know anyone
who is, please contact Danny, 912-308-9806.
Are you Interested in posting a classified ad? Ads are free for anyone affiliated with Armstrong. For everyone else, it's just $5.00 for 15 words and 20
cents per word after that. Just contact the Inkwell office at 912-927-5351 or e-mail us at inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu

